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NUGEN Audio new music production and post-production bundles

Modern tools for today’s production environments developer NUGEN Audio announce its new
website (www.nugenaudio.com) with the launch of six new bundles — Focus, Modern Mastering,
NUGEN Producer, Loudness Toolkit, NUGEN Post, and Surround Suite — specifically designed
to deliver their respective proprietary algorithms in inspiring, workflow-enhancing combinations
for music and post-production engineers, as of June 20…
In total, there are three new bundles aimed at music production: Focus features three awardwinning plug-ins, proffering precise stereo positioning (Stereoplacer), reliable, full-frequency
stereo widening and enhancement (Stereoizer), and essential bass management (Monofilter);
Modern Mastering makes mastering with confidence and precision in today’s world of digital
consumption through music streaming services an effortless experience, thanks to three
perfectly positioned plug-ins, including an intelligent look-ahead brick-wall limiter that provides
highly-transparent True Peak limiting (ISL), a streaming service auditioning and metering toolset
(MasterCheck), and comprehensive audio analysis utility (Visualizer); NUGEN Producer delivers
deeper control over full production workflow with eight plug-ins, including the previouslymentioned MasterCheck Pro, Monofilter, Stereoizer, and Stereoplacer, and Visualizer bolstered
by a mono and stereo audio production version of ISL (ISL st), a modular signal modification
utility plug-in (SigMod), and a linear phase spline ‘Match & Morph’ EQ for mono and stereo
audio production (SEQ-ST).
Similarly, there are three new bundles aimed at post-production: Loudness Toolkit is the leading
workstation solution for loudness compliant delivery with three products working in concert to
deliver unsurpassed quality and workflow efficiency, comprising an automatic, quick-fix
compliance plug-in (LM-Correct — now updated to include the DynApt dynamics extension) and
an industry-standard loudness metering plug-in/standalone application (VisLM) alongside the
aforesaid intelligent look-ahead brick-wall limiter (ISL); NUGEN Post is an uncompromising
collection of 11 plug-ins for high-quality broadcast, film, and game audio production, including
the previously-mentioned ISL, LM-Correct, Monofilter, SigMod, Stereoplacer, Stereoizer, VisLM,
and Visualizer bolstered by a precise downmixing and surround rebalancing tool (Halo
Downmix) and a stereo to 5.1, 7.1 and 3D upmixer (Halo Upmix) alongside a linear phase spline
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‘Match & Morph’ EQ (SEQ-S); Surround Suite comprises four previously-mentioned plug-ins —
Halo Downmix, Halo Upmix, ISL, and SEQ-S — to upmix, downmix, create, hone, and reshape
the sound of its user(s) for mono, stereo, and surround audio.
The Focus, Modern Mastering, NUGEN Producer, Loudness Toolkit, Nugen Post, and Surround
Suite bundles are available to purchase directly from NUGEN Audio for $199.00 USD, $299.00
USD, $499.00 USD, $899.00 USD, $899.00 USD, and $1,499.00 USD, respectively.
https://nugenaudio.com
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